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IDEOLOGICAL DIVERSITY AND 
THE ANDEAN INTEGRATION PROCESS 

Introduction 

Miguel Urrutia M. 
FEDESARROLLO, Bogota 

The purpose of this essay is to explore the impact of 
ideological diversity on the _process of economic integration in 
the Andean subregion. This diversity can affect th~ inte-
gration process in two ways. First, it can paralyze that process 
by making it difficult to reach agreement on the basic functions 
which different economic instruments should perform for the sub
region's economies. Second, one government's ideological position 
can influence the economic development model pursued in another 
country or by the Andean Pact as a whole. 

In general terms, one can argue that· it is difficult to 
imagine successful economic integration among countries with diverse 
economic ideologies. Among other things, integration requires common 
agreement on which instruments should be used to achieve economic 
efficiency. For countries which believe that market and price 
mechanisms allocate resources most efficiently, the integration pro
cess will involve adjusting tariffs and prices. For countries with 
centrally planned economies, sectoral plans will be used to allo
cate resources, and production goals will not take the price variable 
into account. 

The negotiators confronted this problem when the Andean Pact 
was formed. Each member country had a different type of economic 
organization, and it was therefore hard to define the goals of the 
integration effort. Chile had very high tariffs and a public sector 
which played an important role in mineral and industrial production. 
Venezuela also had a public sector (financed by petroleum revenues) 
which was active in industry, and high tariffs which protected an 
apparently inefficient industrial sector. Neither country had much 
faith in market or price mechanisms as methods of allocating re
sources. The Colombian economy, on the other hand, had a weak public 
sector and was very dependent on market mechanisms. Under these 
circumstances, Colombia envisioned an integration process which 
would lead to the expansion of the market for all goods, while 
Venezuela only wanted a larger market for specific industries which 
would be highly protected. 

This conflict was resolved in an original manner. Two inte
gration mechanisms were created: an automatic reduction in tariffs 
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was adopted for those countries which relied on the market, while 
industrial programming was put into effect for those countries 
less interested in market mechanisms. Let us now look at how this 
hybrid functioned. 

Integration under Revolutionary Governments 
in Peru and Chile 

The subregion's ideological orientation changed radically 
between the adoption of the Acta de Bogota (August 1966) and 1970. 
The Chilean negotiators in 1970 were from the Communist wing of 
Unidad Popular, and the Peruvian government was beginning a revo
lutionary process which included the nationalization of sugar 
plantations and the banking system. The Peruvian government also 
created the Industrial Community, the objective of which was t o 
gradually transfer the control of industry to the workers. In 
both countries, the price structure had become less important as a 
r egulatory mechani sm. 

In Chile, a large number of industries were nationalized, 
and the new entities based their purchasing decisions more on 
political considerations than on profit maximization. In Peru, 
a large portion of imports went to state enterprises which did 
not have to pay tariffs. Under these conditions, the tariff 
preferences granted under the new liberalization plan had little 
effect. Nevertheless, Chile and Peru were able to accept the 
Colombian-supported plan to reduce tariffs because low tariffs did 
not necessarily stimulate imports under their economic systems. 

On the other hand, it was important for Chile and Peru to 
belong to the Andean Pact because participation wc·uld enhance their 
international positions. Chile even promoted Venezuela's entry 
into the Pact for this reason. During this first phase, the so
cialist members thought that belonging t o t he Andean Pact would 
help them internationally by limiting external pressures against 
their regimes. This was even more evident after Venezuela entered 
the Pact. 

In Colombi a, on the other hand, there were great doubts 
about the Andean Pact during this initial period. It was clear 
to many Colombians that Chile and Peru would not provide markets 
for the expansion of Colombian exports if the political and eco
nomic trends in these two countries continued to be consolidated. 
At the same time, products which were highly subsidized by state 
enterprises in other countries would be able to penetrate Colombia's 
national market. But for internal reasons, it was impossible to 
withdraw from the Pact. This aspect will be treated in more detail 
below. 



Ideological Division 
After Allende's Fall 

Political transformations in Chile and Peru after 1973 
again changed the distribution of ideological forces. The new 
Chilean government adopted a neo-liberal economic model, the prin
cipal objective of which was to reduce state intervention in the 
economy. Not only did the government return nationalized businesses 
to the private sector, it also began to dismantle the protectionist 
system which had made industry d~pendent on the government's tariff 
policy. Regional integration is not compatible with this type of 
neo-liberal system because it is aimed at creating a protected mar
ket at the subregional level. 

Chile could not remain within the Andean Group after adopting 
its rigid economic model. Although at the time Chile stated that its 
withdrawal from the Group was due to disagreement over the rules gov
erning foreign capital, most of the people I have talked to agree 
that Chile's withdrawal was the result of a fundamental incompati
bility with a protectionist policy. Chile wanted to reduce tariffs 
and open its economy, and it was impossible to do this as a member 
of the Andean Group given the existence of a minimum external 
tariff. Chile ·therefore used Decision 24 as an excuse to withdraw 
from the Pact. 

Using this excuse had two advantages. First, the elimination 
of controls on foreign investment would be supported by the Chilean 
bourgeoisie. Leaving the Pact in order to reduce tariffs radically, 
on the other hand, would have generated opposition from those 
businessmen affected by this measure. Secondly, from the inter
national point of view, it was not efficacious to suggest that the 
withdrawal was due to a fundamental, ideological disagreement with 
Chile's neighbors on the whole issue of economic management. Such 
an admission would have led to an ideological confrontation between 
Chile and the Pact's members at a time when the country was already 
very isolated internationally. 

In the months before Chile's exit from the Pact, the Colombian 
negotiators, although very uncomfortable for ideological reasons, 
found themselves in agreement with Chile in the debates over a com
mon external tariff and industrial programming. Colombia wanted 
to reduce the minimum tariff below the level which had been agreed 
upon at the beginning of the decade, because of the large increase 
in its international reserves and because of political changes 
described in the next essay. In 1970, the tariff level negotiated 
by the Pact was lower than Colombia's; by 1974, however, Colombia's 

1 tariff had fallen to the level of the Connnon Minimum External Tariff. 
Faced with this concurrence of interests on tariff policy, Colombia, 
which has never had a rigid policy opposing foreign investment, 
proposed various changes in Decision 24 in an effort to keep Chile 
in the Pact. The problem, however, was too deepseated. Once Chile 
withdrew, Colombia was left as the only anti-protectionist country 
in the Pact. 

3 
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The problems of reconciling the differ ent interests of 
Peru and Venezuela, on the one hand, and Colombia on the other, 
inevitably led to the paralysis of the integration process. This 
fact was demonstrated by the postponement of the final date for 
reaching agreement on industrial prograrmning and the common ex
ternal tariff. Nevertheless, this development did not precipitate 
a general crisis within the Pact because Colombia's partners have 
mixed economies with some elements based on the market and some 
which are centrally planned. The result is an integration process 
which has mechanisms to deal with both sectors. 

After President Morales Bermudez came to power, Peru aban
doned its extreme opposition to market mechanisms. Inflation in 
Venezuela and the inefficiency of some of Venezuela's industrial 
sectors also led to the adoption of a less-protectionist economic 
po·licy there. Under these circumstances, the Andean Group may 
be on the verge of reaching an ideological consensus, wherein it 
is accepted that a few economic sectors will be protected and pro
grammed while the liberalization process simultaneously continues. 
One of the prerequisites for the achievement of this -compromise 
is the weakening of the administrative organization of the Andean 
Pact Junta, which has been quite protectionist. The power of this 
organization has depended on maintaining a strong emphasis on 
programming and on high external tariffs. Under a customs-union 
plan, the Pact's central administration would have very little 
to do. Therefore, the change in the ideological center of gravity 
toward less protectionist policies has coincided with the weakening 
of the Junta's permanent secretariat. 

Economic Justification for Decision 24 

A useful way of looking at the role played by ideology in 
the Andean Pact is to analyze how Decision 24 was reached and how 
its implementation has evolved. Control of foreign investment did 
not figure as a fundamental aspect of the integration process under 
the Acta de Bogota. The need to agree on a common system for 
treating foreign capital was established in the Acuerdo de 
Cartagena. The theory behind this decision was that it was 
necessary to keep transnational corporations from becoming the 
principal beneficiaries of the integration process. The protection 
which all companies serving the subregional market receive if a high 
common external tariff is established amounts to a subsidy, and the 
member countries wanted to limit this subsidy to companies owned by 
citizens of the subregion. 

Controlling foreign investment becomes an important issue only 
if levels of protection are high. Therefore, from the very beginning, 
countries with high tariff s--such as Chile under Allende and 
Venezuela--insisted on limiting the access of foreign capital to 
their markets. On the other hand, Chile's military government, after 
dismantling the tariff structure which protected industry, is no 
longer interested in limiting foreign investment. The fact that 
the Acuerdo de Cartagena established the necessity to control foreign 
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investment reflects the protectionist bias shared by all of the part
ners in 1969. Venezuela's high level of industrial protection ex
plains why it still is very negative toward foreign capital in 1980. 

Although it is clear that the problem of foreign investment 
is not a fundamental part of the integration process, especially if 
the common external tariff is not going to be very high, Decision 24 
has become one of the main topics of discussion within the Andean 
Group. 

Ideological Importance of Decision 24 

Decision 24 was adopted at the beginning of the Peruvian revo
lution, while the Unidad Popular regime was in power in Chile and 
Misael Pastrana was President of Colombia. The Chilean and Peruvian 
governments were "socialist and anti-imperialist" regimes, and it 
was important for both of them to legitimize their expropriation of 
foreign companies. The Pastrana government, on the other hand, took 
office in a climate of great political uncertainty. The President had 
defeated General Rojas Pinilla by only a few votes, and ANAPO repre
sented a populist political party which was very critical of Colombia's 
political and economic organization. 

While the Peruvian and Chilean governments wanted to use the 
Andean Group to legitimize their anti-imperialist position and to 
limit the United States' reaction against expropriations, the Colom
bian government was in a defensive position, and wanted to keep any 
international issue from creating internal political problems. This 
interpretation of the Colombian position differs from that offered 
by other writers. In fact, Gail Richardson Sherman2 and Fran~ois 
Lombard3 assert that Colombia's approval of Decision 24 stemmed from 
the Pastrana government's attempt to mobilize the masses in an anti~ 
imperialist campaign which would weaken ANAPO's support. Lombard 
argues, for example, that in Decision 24 "Pastrana's government 
tried to mobilize the popular sectors under the banner of anti
imperialist nationalism."4 Richardson, on the other hand, rejects 
the argument made by critics of Decision 24 that the philosophy 
underlying the Decision came from external sources (namely, Chile 
and Peru) .5 

The reality, it is clear, is exactly what Richardson rejects. 
Peru had passed the General Law on Industries and had nationalized 
foreign companies before Decision 24 was adopted. Allende was also 
committed to stopping foreign investment. It was dangerous for 
Chile and Peru to join an integration scheme if all of the foreign 
investment was going to the other Pact members. Even more important 
was the fact that the adoption of a connnon position with Colombia, 
Ecuador, Bolivia (and implicitly Venezuela), gave implicit support 
to the local policy against foreign investment in Chile and Peru. 
On the other hand, there was very little sentiment against foreign 
investment at the popular level in Colombia. 

But President Pastrana's political position made withdrawal 
from the Pact impossible. It was even difficult to take a tough 
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negotiating position, because the Minister of Development, Jorge 
Valencia Jaramillo, who was linked to ex-Pr esident Ller as and was 
the principal negotiator in the Andean Group, wanted to launch his 
own political career as a progressive Liberal. Breaking with 
Valencia would lead to a political crisis with the Liberals over 
an issue on which progressive Liberals and politicians from ANAPO 
could unite. Nor was it wise, at that moment, for the President 
to mount a campaign in which he would appear to be a r eactionary 
who was breaking his ties with progressive governments in Chile 
and Peru. 

Friends and Enemies of Decision 24 

The principal opponents of Decision 24 were to be found in 
Colombia. This was because of the simple reason that when Decision 
24 was approved, according to Thoumi, "the requirements of nation
alization in pr actice only applied to Colombia. Peru, Chile, and 
Bolivia , because of their leftist gover nments, already applied 
stronger restrictions than those required by Decision 24 with its 
less rigid treatment of foreign capital in the short run . 11 6 . Decision 
24 introduced a fundamental change in Colombian legislation by requiring 
that all new foreign investment have a majority of local ownership 
in the future, with the exception of those industries which exported 
80 percent of their production. In addition, existing foreign com
panies would have to change to mixed ownership in order to take 
advantage of the Andean Market. From the beginning, the mining 
sector was excluded from the requirement to change to mixed ownership, 
and a company was considered national even if a majority of the 
capital was foreign owned when the government was the national 
partner. 

The original proposal submitted by the Junta was more drastic. 7 

Article 25 stated:"Foreign enterpri ses will commit themselves to sell 
no less than 50 percent of their total shares, to be acquired by 
national investors." That meant that all enterprises must be trans
formed. Colombian negotiators managed to limit this requirement to 
new enterprises and those which wished to enjoy the benefits of Andean 
Group special tariffs. Article 14 of the original proposal authorized 
foreign enterprises only internal credit from suppliers. A later 
amendment permitted them to also obtain short- term credits. Article 
32 in the proposal was equally drastic, reflecting measures taken in 
Chile and Peru. It prohibited new direct foreign investment in banks, 
insurance companies, and other financial institutions. It also es
tablished that "all foreign banks existing in the national territory 
of the Country Members will not receive local deposits starting three 
years after the initiation of this Regime . " Article 44 of Decision 24 
introduced an amendment which made possible the non-application of these 
rules and those of articles 40- 43. Colombia adopted this exception in 
Decree 2153 of 1971. 

Chapter III of the Junta proposal--which placed radical limita
tions on foreign investment in public services, the financial sector, 
and the mass media--had little relation to the integration process and 
was more concerned with political developments in Peru and Chile and 
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with the economic ideology of the Junta. Although it is clear 
that foreign agricultural or industrial companies can obtain un
desirable advantages from an economic integration process, it is 
not so obvious how this can happen in cases of foreign investment 
in public services or banks. 

Even before the Junta's radical proposal, the negotiation 
process had become difficult for Colombia. During the IV Regular 
Meeting of the Junta del Acuerdo de Cartagena, the Chilean repre
sentative made his country's position very clear. He declared that 
Chile would not accept any conunon regime concerning foreign capital 
unless it respected the economic-nationalization measures taken by 
his country's new government and unless the integration process 
did not frustrate Chile's efforts to reduce and eliminate its external 
dependence. In other words, any conunon regime had to guarantee that 
integration would not allow international corporations from capi~al
ist countries to enter Chilean markets through the back door of the 
Andean Group. A better illustration is provided by the Programa 
Basico de Gobierno de la Unidad Popular, which stated that "Latin 
American integration should be constructed on the basis of economies 
free from the imperialist schemes of dependence and exploitation. 118 

Peru supported the Junta position in general terms, but it 
did not agree with a special regime for Bolivia and Ecuador which 
would not benefit those countries but foreign companies. Bolivia 
did not have a clear position. The Junta proposal caused several 
serious problems in Ecuador, to the extent that the permanent delegate 
from that country presented his resignation and the government had to 
send its Minister of Production to the negotiations. 

It appears that the proposal for a conunon regime to govern 
foreign investment was made in order to · limit such investment in 
Colombia. The major portion of foreign investment in the other 
countries was in the mining sector, which was excluded from the 
general rules. Although this exception was logical economically, 
because the mining sector had low tariffs and produced primarily for 
third countries, the exception left the impression that Decision 24 
was a Junta effort to put Colombia at a disadvantage. The rule which 
converted foreign companies with state support into national entities 
also discriminated in favor of economies with a larger private sector. 
It also favored greater state intervention in the economy. 

Given this situation, the debate over Decision 24 in Colombia 
concerned not only defining the proper attitude toward foreign capital 
but also the role of the state in the economy. Minister of Development 
Jorge Valencia Jaramillo, the Colombian official responsible for the 
negotiations within the Andean Pact, was the most influential supporter 
of Decision 24. Valencia was in favor of accepting Decision 24 for 
various reasons. First, he had become an unconditional supporter of 
the integration process, and opposing Decision 24 would have been 
dangerous to the process itself. Second, he was beginning his own political 
career and wanted to be seen as the standard bearer of progressive liberalism. 
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It is significant that Valencia did not discuss his position on 
Decision 24 with the political parties. In addition, when he con
ducted meetings within the government and in the Consejo Superior 
de Comercio Exterior, which included representatives from the 
private sector, there was clear opposition to the requirement 
concerning transformation of existing foreign companies into na
tional enterprises. 

Apparently, President Pastrana was also a supporter of 
Decision 24. Although the idea of limiting foreign participation 
to minority ownership attracted him, it is doubtful that he was 
willing to face a high level of political opposition in order to 
accomplish this. As for the private sector, the businessmen from 
Medellin, and therefore ANDI (National Association of Industry), 
found the rule on nationalization attractive. There is hardly 
any foreign investment in Antioquia and in fact the antioquenos 
expected to be able to buy foreign companies at low prices if the 
rule requiring majority national ownership was adopted. It is 
interesting to note that Jorge Valencia, as an antioqueno politician, 
was aware of the support among Medellin businessmen for taking a 
tough decision on foreign investment. 

Leftist political groups and leftist or nationalist intellec
tuals obviously were also in favor of Decision 24. This generated 
support for the measure in the press and in many publications. 

The enemies of Decision 24 in 1970 included ANDI outside of 
Antioquia (influenced by foreign industry), the financial sector, 
the government's technical organs (the Banco de la Republica and 
the National Planning Department),9 and those groups which saw 
Decision 24 as a victory of the Chilean or Peruvian economic models. 
Opposition to Decision 24 within the government was based upon for
eign-exchange considerations. Between 1955 and 1975, Colombian 
economic policy was dedicated to solving the problem of insufficient 
foreign exchange, which had placed serious limits on the country's 
rate of growth. At the beginning of 1975, the Junta Monetaria 
(Monetary Council), for the final time in the 1970s, considered 
the introduction of quantitative restrictions on imports.10 In 
1970, however, officials from the National Planning Department and 
the Banco de la Republica were still thinking in terms of 
strengthening international reserves in order to avoid foreign-exchange 
crises such as that which had occurred in 1966.11 Given this chal
lenge, it did not seem logical to use the country's limited reserves 
to buy existing companies, whose profit remittances to their home 
companies averaged less than 4 percent of their registered capital. 
Both within the government and among other opponents of the measure, 
the limiting of foreign participation in future companies was not 
considered important . 

Nevertheless, the fact that the proposal did not establish 
limitations on profit transfers and capital gains was considered 
a serious matter. The proposal made by the Junta, wh1ch was eager to 
accelerate transformation, prevented reinvestment of profits, author
ized transfer of capital gains, and stimulated transfers of profits. 
Colombian concern for foreign-exchange savings led to limitations 
over profit remittances in Decision 24. Decree 444 of 1967 emphasized 
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the provision of foreign exchange as a major criterion for the 
approval of foreign investment (the foreign-exchange effect of the 
investment had to be positive). This has continued to be the most 
important criterion in the National Planning Department's evaluations. 
In other words, the Planning Department implicitly thinks that foreign 
investment has a positive impact if profit remittances from the for
eign investor's activities do not negatively affect the foreign
exchange balance. The Planning Department has therefore recently 
established export requirements.12 

The financial sector's opposition was more general. Given 
the existing controls on internal credit in Colombia, during most 
of the 1960s the bulk of this sector's profits came from external 
operations. Its relations with foreign banks were, therefore, 
important, and the philosophy underlying Decision 24 could precipi
tate a reaction by the foreign private sector against its Colombian 
clients. 

Finally, the private sector as a whole found the anti
private-sector bias of the conunon rules on foreign capital unac
ceptable. These rules clearly treated public capital more favorably 
than private capital. Not only was a company considered nationally 
owned when the state had minority ownership in it, but the state 
was given the first option in the purchase of companies which were 
changing from predominantly foreign to majority-national ownership. 
In Colombia, surprisingly, this bias toward greater state partici
pation generated more opposition than the implicit rejection of 
foreign investment. 

The internal negotiations in Colombia preceding the approval 
of Decision 24 went through two phases: discussion within the 
government, followed by discussion within the private sector. Ac
cording to available information, there was no discussion of this 
issue with either the political parties or the legislature. 

According to existing legislation (Decree 444 of 1967), con
trol of foreign investment was in the hands of the National Planning 
Department. As a result, the Planning Department participated 
actively in the Lima negotiations and presented a proposal outlining 
the Colombian position to CONPES (Council of Economic and Social 
Policy). During preliminary meetings in Lima, Raul Arbelaez, direc
tor of Incomex (Colombian Institute of Foreign Trade) left the nego
tiations in the hands of Miguel Urrutia (Banco de la Republica) and 
Roberto Junguito (National Planning Department). Although he 
tacitly supported Colombia's tough stance merely by being there, 
Arbelaez was able to avoid conunitting himself personally by not 
participating actively in the negotiations. The Banco and the 
Planning Department withdrew from the negotiations after Jorge 
Valencia rejected the Planning Department's position at a CONPES 
meeting before the Junta of the Pact's final sessions of the year. 
This break was surprising, since neither the President nor Valencia 
tried to explain the change in the Colombian position to the members 
of CONPES. There was no joint dialogue during the CONPES sessions. 
The impression given was that the President pref erred to make his 
own decisions on international policy issues without internal con
sultation. 
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The CONPES meeting followed one of the Consejo Superior de 
Comercio Exterior, a consultative council which meets sporadically 
and includes representatives from various ministries and from some 
private-sector associations. ANDI and others in attendance from 
the private sector reinforced the National Planning Department's 
negative view of Decision 24 at this council meeting. 

In the Comision Mixta, private-sector representatives seriously 
questioned the benefits of the Andean Pact for Colombia. ANDI manager 
Luciano Elejalde was less negative toward the Junta proposal than the 
other private-sector participants. However, he emphasized that it 
was not possible to take ex-post measures (transformation of existing 
companies) and accept credit limitations on foreign companies. The 
National Association of Metal Industries (FEDEMETAL) presented the 
government with a document containing its position. The text included 
the following: "Connnitments included in Decision 24 can be serious and 
dangerous to Colombia. . . . Our country does not have . . • the 
resources required to transform foreign companies into majority-national
owner~hip enterprises. If this measure is to be taken, it would be 
necessary to withdraw a great amount of resources from internal invest
ment while other development areas urgently demand those resources." 
The ACOPLASTICOS (Association of Plastic Industries) i:osi tion was even 
harder: "The changes which have occurred in the orientation of some of 
the countries participating in the Acuerdo de Cartagena force us to 
question the Junta's pr9posal and the Pact itself, all in the light 
of the new reality and for the convenience of our country." It seems 
evident that the Pact's mechanisms have led the Junta to submit proposals 
inspired by some member countries' political systems, which differ 
radically from Colombia's juridical system and economic policies. We 
seriously question the benefits of modifying Colombia's system in order 
to harmonize it with those adopted by other countries. In the en<l, 
Jorge Valencia agreed to Decision 24 in Lima, knowing that there was 
little support for the measure either within the government or among 
important private-sector groups. 

But there was no consensus in the private sector. As men
tioned above, antioqueno businessmen and the leadership of ANDI 
originally supported the plan set forth in Decision 24. This position, 
however, led to a crisis in the gremio (private-sector association).13 
But the local divisions of ANDI in Bogota and Cali, whose more im
portant members included foreign companies, could not accept the 
position taken by the national leadership in Medellin. Luciano 
Elejalde, the manager, had to resign. The association chose Luis 
Prieto, who was manager of IFI (Institute for National Development) 
but had connections in Antioquia, as the compromise candidate with 
the intention of reaching a more balanced position on Decision 24. 

Finally, ANDI agreed to accept the forceful conversion of 
foreign enterprises into majority-owned national companies, but 
unequivocally rejected the clause which gave the state first option 
in the purchase of foreign companies. ANDI decided not to compro
mise on this issue, because conceding would imply the acceptance 
of a larger state role in the industrial process. 

The manager of ANDI and some other ANDI representatives 
travelled throughout the Andean Pact nations trying to convince 
their governments that changes in Decision 24 were needed in 
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order to maintain private support in Colombia for the integration 
process. President Pastrana did not oppose this mission, and 
asked to be kept informed on the results of its efforts. The 
mission's members had interviews with Allende and with President 
Velasco as well as with the Chilean and Peruvian negotiators. It 
was a surprise to the Colombians that neither Luis Somavia (Chile) 
nor General Barandiaran (Peru) objected to eliminating the clause 
which gave the state first option in the purchase of foreign com
panies. In addition, Somavia and Barandiaran suggested that it might 
have been Jorge Valencia who had introduced this clause. Their posi
tion was logical since both Chile and Peru were nationalizing companies 
directly and did not need Decision 24 in order to do so. Peru agreed 
to propose the desired change in Decision 24 and it was rapidly 
accepted in Lima. 

This sequence of events suggests 5 hypotheses concerning the 
decision-making process in Colombia: 

1) Ministers, acting on the basis of self-interest or personal 
conviction, have considerable "espacio de iniciativa" in policy de
cisions. It is clear that Valencia Jaramillo's "nationalist" position 

-
had little support from some government sectors or from pressure groups. 
Initially, however, his position apparently had Presidential support. 

2) At the same time, as Decree 444 of 1967 already demon
strated, there is neither great interest in Colombia for promoting 
foreign investment nor opposition to limiting its activities. 
This suggests, contrary to the belief of dependency theorists, that 
foreign companies do not have much influence in Colombia.14 

3) Contradictory regional economic interests exist. This 
weakens the gremios, but it also keeps them from adopting extreme 
positions. The regional factor leads to a certain degree of dia
logue within the gremios and to the development of an organization 
which is neither very hierarchical nor authoritarian. 

4) There is negative sentiment toward state participation 
in the production process. President Pastrana, agreed to take 
a step backwards on the clause granting a fi;rst option to the 
state, · even though running the. risk of haying .a political crisis 
initiated by Minister~ Valencia. 

5) The gremios, and ANDI in particular, had enough influence 
in some cases to prevent fundamental changes from being made in the 
Colombian development model. The gremios' role in killing measures 
which significantly increased government intervention in the economy 
is analyzed in Bagley's work on urban and agr~rian reform.15 

The Institutional Process 
of Controlling Government Decisions 

As was noted earlier, the Minister of Development has sub
stantial freedom to take the initiative in negotiations within the 
Andean Group. He can also make decisions which are contrary to 
the wishes of the grernios or government agencies without discussing 
this decision or negotiating with these groups. 
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Since 1957, when the Frente Nacional was created, power 
within the Colombian government has been quite fragmented. Ministers 
may represent political parties, or factions within those parties, 
or they can be technocrats with independent ideas. This composi-
tion involves an absence of progranunatic coherence which leads to 
independent policies pursued by each Minister in his own fief. Mini
sters establish temporary alliances, frequently against the Minister 
of Finance, whose position is special since he controls the expendi
tures of the other Ministers. But the only limitation on the Mini
ster's initiative is the President's personal opinion. Presidential 
power is not at all feudal because it is placed well above the power 
of his Ministers, even if they represent an important political group. 
The reverse side of the coin is that the President is also responsible 
for the handling of pressure groups and Congress. Without incurring 
high political costs, the President can rectify his Ministers' policies 
if he thinks they are causing excessive conflict with any powerful 
group. 

For these reasons, once a decision has been made in 
Colombian system, there are various possible ways in which 
groups can modify rulings which they consider prejudicial. 

the 
interest 
In the 

case of Decision 24, the private sector utilized all of these insti
tutional possibilities in an effort to obtain changes in the agreement 
reached in Lima. 

We have already seen that ANDI focused on eliminating one 
clause which it considered very dangerous. ANDI's strategy was to 
go directly to the President, over the head of the Minister of 
Development. The President decided that if ANDI could get approval 
for the change without creating a crisis in the Andean Group, which 
would be costly politically, it should do so. Even if this made 
relations with his Minister more difficult, it was important to go 
ahead. ANDI's future collaboration would be secured. By 1971 it 
was clear that Valencia was a troublesome Minister and that his 
departure from the government would not create political problems 
with the Liberals.16 

It is interesting that changes or amendments are frequent in 
the Colombian decision-making process. Instead of discussing a 
measure before announcing it, an ad.Justment is frequently negotiated 
after the measure has been promulgated . Perhaps this phenomenon 
can be explained by the fact that the actions of the gremios are 
not considered legitimate,17 and officials therefore do not want 
to seem to be influenced by them. By issuing a measure without con
sulting anyone, the official establishes his independence and inte
grity._ The subsequent negotiation is public, and thus avoids creating 
any doubts about the official's independence and honesty. It is 
possible to compromise at that point because a person who does so pub
licly is considered pragmatic.ls The system has the -further advantage 
that it is only necessary to make adjustments when the interested 
group has been able to mobilize real political support for its position. 

In addition to direct negotiations with the government, the 
opponents of Decision 24 had other instruments which they could use 
to prevent the implementation of the Decision. Decree 1299 of 1971 
which promulgated the Decision was challenged before the Council of 
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State, which sent down an ambiguous decision. The decree was also 
judged by the Supreme Court, which declared it unconstitutional in 
December 1971. This forced the government to ask Congress to adopt 
the Acuerdo de Cartagena as law and to grant the powers necessary 
to implement Decision 24. 

Congress, however, is not a very likely forum to block meas-
ures against foreign investment. In addition, the gremios in Colombia, 
unlike the United States and other Western democracies, have very little 
influence in the Congress. The response to the government's request 
was the approval of Decision 24. But the government agreed to ex-
clude the banking sector from the Decision's general rules in order 
to disarm opposition from financial interests. This exception 
probably was obtained by Rodrigo Llorente, Minister of Finance. 
Llorente was a conservative who thought that ·external credit was very 
important for the country's development, and whose views reflected 
the conservatives' opposition to strict regulations against foreign 
investment.19The legislature's consideration of whether and how to 
control foreign capital demonstrates two things. First, the gremios 
are more likely to be successful if they negotiate directly with the 
executive rather than with the Congress. Secondly, Congress, and 
perhaps the Liberal representatives, tend to support nationalist 
positions which advocate the control of foreign capital once the 
executive takes some initial steps in that direction. This phenomenon 
was evident in the legislative debate on Law 55 of 1975, which pro
hibited new direct foreign investment in the banking sector. That 
law followed a three-month procedure in Congress. 

Contrary to Fran~ois Lombard's assertion, 20 neither the public 
as a whole nor an important sector of the financial conununity was 
opposed to the presence of foreign banks in 1975. The decision to 
limit foreign investment in this sector was made for ideological 
reasons by Rodrigo Botero, Minister of Finance. The concept of 
"fading out" foreign investment in the banks did not have the support 
of the rest of the government. CONPES decided rather to negotiate 
the transformation of foreign banks into mixed enterprises. Since 
this option was not accepted by the First National City Bank, negoti
ations between the banks and the government were transferred to the 
Congress after the Minister of Finance proposed a draft law to trans
form banks into mixed enterprises. During the process in Congress, 
substantial amendments were introduced into the original draft and 
Law 55 established limitations on foreign investment (it prohibited 
all new investments, which meant a decreasing participation by foreign 
capital in mixed banks as the banks increased their capital).21 
Congress passed the law in more radical terms than the original pro
posal submitted by the Government. Although the President apparently 
supported his Minister's idea, and thought that the measure gave 
his government progressive credentials, the incident once again 
demonstrates the Ministers' extensive "espacio de iniciativa." It 
also shows the small degree of influence which transnational corpora
tions exercise in Colombia. 
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The whole legal process involving Decision 24 also suggests 
that in Colombia, placing limits on the executiv e's author ity is 
more important than controlling foreign investment. Both the gremios 
and the Supreme Court moved to limit the government's influence in 
the economy. The Court forced the government to submit the decisions 
taken in Lima to Congress for ratification, and ANDI convinced its 
own and other governments to drop the clause which gave the public 
sector an advantage in the purchase of foreign corporations. The 
r~quirement that foreign corporations acquire majority national owner
ship was less controversial, and is still being applied without oppo
sition today. 

Although it is not the purpose of this essay to evaluate the 
economic effects of Decision 24 in Colombia, it seems worthwhile to 
mention that one of the most important issues raised by the Andean 
Pact in Colombia was the introduction of regulations over foreign in
vestment, use of patents and trademarks, and payment of royalties. 
Trade liberalization has not significantly affected the country's 
international trade flow. Industrial progranuning has not yet led to 
considerable numbers of new enterprises receiving the benefits of open 
markets. Regulations over foreign capital, however, have had an im
mediate effect. Without the Andean Pact, it is probable that the 
Colombian decision to limit new foreign investment to enterprises with 
mixed capital would not have been taken. In this decision, the ideo
logical position of the governments of Chile and Peru was influential, 
and the political cost of leaving the Andean Group was a crucial factor 
in Colombia's acceptance of this measure. As applied in Colombia, this 
legislation will in the long run probably contribute to national eco
nomic development. Foreign investment in mixed enterprises supports 
technology transfer and the development of a Colombian entrepreneurial 
class. The lack of foreign-capital control over important economic 
sectors also makes less likely the development of nationalistic and 
populist political movements which tend to propose irrational economic 
policies. Finally, although it seems paradoxical, it is probably 
easier in a democratic system to get political support for an open
economy model--such as the post- 1970 Colombian model--when foreign 
investment is less important. 

Benefits obtained from regulations over contracts concerning 
royalties, trademarks, and patents are less clear. Those regulations 
have in some cases impeded the transfer of technical assistance and 
technology which would have danproved productivity in Colombian industry. 
However, Decision 24 could have helped to eliminate from those contracts 
undesirable clauses such as those prohibiting exports. This legisla
tion is likely to have created a certain consciousness of the possi
bility of improving conditions in contracts concerning royalties, 
trademarks, and patents , but at the same time it established some 
undesirable barriers to the transfer of technology which should be 
eliminated.22 . 

Paradoxically, the Andean Pact helped to make more realistic 
the regulations of Decree Law 444 which limited capital remittances. 
The increase of the 14 percent limit on profit remittances was necessary 
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due to increased interest rates and international inflation. The 
Andean regulations on capital-gains remittances and the solution of 
the non-registered-profits issue ("utilidades en el limbo") gave 
mobility to foreign investment. 

In summary, concerning the foreign-investment regime, ideo
logical diversity among the Andean Pact members led to a reform 
which is likely to improve the prospects for national economic de
velopment. The Chilean and Peruvian ideological positions, blended 
with the more pragmatic Colombian orientation, led to a new foreign
investment regime which can be better than that existing in any of 
the member countries at the time of negotiation. 

Conclusion 

One of the Andean Group's greatest difficulties has been 
ideological diversity. This has made it more difficult to reach 
a consensus regarding which instruments should be used in the inte
gration process. The ideological conflict between economies which 
rely on the market and those which want more central planning was re
solved in the Acuerdo de Cartagena by creating two integration 
mechanisms: automatic reduction of tariffs and industrial progrannning. 

Some economies have high tariff levels and an important 
public sector because their leaders do not believe in the market 
mechanism. For these countries, a customs union does not solve 
their economic problems. They want to expand the market for those 
industries which have economies of scale. Therefore, they support 
industrial programming at a subregional level, depending on a high 
common external tariff and markets for certain subregional industries 
which are protected from outside competition. Since a fr:ee market 
system cannot guarantee the fulfillment of industrial programming, 
this strategy assumes the existence of a public sector which is ac
tive in industry. The state therefore commits itself to making some 
investment in those products which are assigned to that country. 
The Venezuelans have been the strongest supporters of this scheme 
ever since the negotiations in Cartagena. They have adopted this 
policy because they have high levels of protection and are able to 
finance capital-intensive public enterprises from the fiscal re
sources generated by petroleum. Programming was also supported 
by socialist governments in Peru and Chile, and is also in the 
interest of Bolivia and Ecuador because these countries need larger, 
protected markets in order to begin the import-substitution process. 
Colombia, in contrast, does not want to expand its industrial public 
sector, and its export-promotion plan is incompatible with a high com
mon external tariff. It therefore emphasizes the trade-liberalization 
program. 
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The Andean Group's effort to resolve these contradictions 
has been relatively efficient. It has lowered tnriffo for thooc 
countries which have wanted lower tariffs, and it has devised in
dustrial programming for those which are capable of carrying it out. 
As a result, the integration process has progressed to the point 
where the extent of programming which is desired has to be defined. 
It appears that the time for defining this has already arrived. But 
this will not create an insoluble crisis because the countries sup
porting programming have reduced their demands. Peru is already 
abandoning an economic model in which the state is directly in 
charge of industrial development. The Venezuelan government is 
concerned about excessive industrial protection and the inefficiency 
which it has generated. Colombia, on tre other hand, is willing to 
participate in programming for those industrial sectors where the 
state already plays an important role. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that the Andean integration 
process will involve greater state participation than the European 
Economic Community. This development reflects the greater import
ance which state enterprises have in Latin America. But an important 
role is also being assigned to the market and to the process of 
tariff reduction. It is not impossible for the negotiations on a 
conunon external tariff to result in levels more acceptable to Colombia. 

Another way of reducing the contradictions between the differ
ent models of development would be to limit the scope of progrannning. 
At the same time, however, a limited number of products would be 
assigned for production by Bolivia and Ecuador with the understanding 
that the markets for these products would be truly protected, as long 
as their production is begun within a reasonable period of time. In
stead of programming massive sectoral projects which require a large 
amount of investment, the Group could periodically agree on the 
specific industries which are of interest to these two countries. 
This strategy provides an alternative to the impractical idea of 
programming whole industrial sectors which are divided among all the 
countries but are intended to help the relatively less developed 
countries. 

It is clear that the issue of controlling foreign investment 
is not crucial to the integration process. If the Andean Group does 
not continue with a highly protectionist plan, the advantages en
joyed by foreign corporations which locate in the region will not 
be very large. To the extent that the region's governments move 
toward the ideological center, this essentially ideologically based 
policy will become less controversial. 

Finally, analyzing the process of adopting Decision 24 in 
Colombia once again illustrates the breadth of the Ministers' "es
pacio de iniclativa," of policy coordination within the government, 
and the low level of support for greater state intervention in the 
economy. The gremios' influence is apparently limited, but the 
importance of regional interests is increasing. 
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Colombian policy makers dedicate little time and effort to . 
international relations. For example, in the period from 1974 to 
1977, international relations, other than those pertaining to Andean 
Group negotiations, were never discussed by the Council of Ministers 
or the Council on Economic and Social Policy (the two executive 
councils chaired by the President and which meet regularly). This 
does not mean that Colombia did not have a foreign policy. During 
this period, the President and the Minister of Foreign Relations 
were closely involved in the Panama Canal negotiations, and the 
nation signed various treaties delimiting continental shelf bounda
ries with neighboring nations. But decision making was concentrated 
in the Presidency, and it was not felt necessary to involve other 
agencies of the government. 

In contrast, issues concerning Andean Group negotiations were 
of ten brought to the Council of Economic and Social Policy (CONPES) 
and sometimes to the Council of Ministers. In addition, the Consejo 
de Comercio Exterior met often to discuss in detail negotiating 
options and results. These meetings were attended by the Ministers 
of Development, Finance, and Agriculture, and the heads of National 
Planning, the Central Bank, the Coffee Federation, IFI, and Proexpo. 
In addition, special ministerial- level working sessions were organ
ized to hammer out negotiating strategies, and negotiating teams sent 
to Lima were often composed of technicians from the Ministries of 
Development (represented by Incomex personnel), Finance, IFI, and 
the National Planning Department. 

Colombian policy makers have thus felt that Andean Group de
cisions are important and that they affect the principal sectors of 
the economy, as represented by the economic ministries, in addition 
to the Foreign Ministry. 

As will be shown in this paper, however, the Andean Group has 
not changed the tendencies of such economic variables as trade, 
foreign investment, or industrialization in a perceptible way. Nev
ertheless, this does not mean that the time and effort of Colombian 
policy makers has been misspent or wasted. A good case can be made 
for the proposition that the impact of the Andean Group on the 
Colombian economy will only show up in the long run, and that the 
amount of attention Andean Group affairs receives simply shows the 
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interest Colombian policy makers have in long-term issues. This, 
in itself, is an interesting fact, given the short tenure of 
Ministers and a four-year presidential term. The attention given 
by policy makers to this and other long-term issues is surprising, 
but it may largely explain the apparent continuity in economic 
policy making. 

The imperceptible short-term effects of the Andean Group on 
economic variables may, however, lead to a premature disappoint
ment with the whole process. It may be that we are entering this 
phase now. For that reason, it is important to review the different 
mechanisms of Andean integration, and to try to evaluate the impact 
of the different aspects of this process up to now and the changes 
that the decisions now in force can have on the shape of Colombia's 
economy in the future. 

Furthermore, the process of decision making in Colombia with 
respect to the Andean Group may serve to illustrate the way economic 
policy making is conducted, and how different interest groups in
fluence such policies. This analysis can also suggest how the 
Colombian position with respect to the Andean Group will evolve in 
the future. 

The main purpose of this essay, then, is to show how the 
effect of the Andean Group on Colombian trade explains the 
nation's negotiating position. Also, I suggest that the incompati
bility between the philosophy of import substitution and greater 
government intervention (espoused by the Junta and Colombia's part
ners), and the export and open-economy policy started in 1967 made 
Colombia reluctant to allow progress to be made in the integration 
effort. 

To summarize, trade liberalization has not affected Colom
bian foreign trade. This has meant that only very few private 
groups, and only those ideologically connnitted to integration 
within the bureaucracy, support compromises that have economic 
cost in Acuerdo negotiations. This "hard" Colombian position has 
not always been perceived by its partners, partly because super
ficial studies have suggested that Colombia does gain from trade 
liberalization. There is also a clear incompatibility between 
the protectionist straEegy of industrial programming in the Acuerdo 
and in the cormnon tariff proposals of the Junta and the export
promotion and more open-economy strategy which Colombia has followed 
with success since 1967. Private interests identified both with 
agriculture and industry, and well represented in the leadership 
of the political parties, can mobilize (and have done so) against 
attempts to increase protectionism within the framework of the Andean 
Group . In addition, there is little support among the political 
parties or the bureaucracy in Colombia for increasing public invest
ment in industrial enterprises. This fact makes industrial program
ming unattractive, except in the two sectors dominated by state 
enterprises: automobiles and petrochemicals. This lack of support 
for state enterprises is surprising given their importance in most 
Latin American countries, but the explanation of this phenomenon 
is beyond the scope of this paper. 
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Finally, analysis of the decision-making process suggests 
that special interest groups (in this case the association of manu
facturers--ANDI) can block very specific policies that may hurt 
them, but have little influence in shaping general policies. The 
latter are always initiated by the executive, and political support 
for such policies is of ten related to their identification with 
regional interests. 

The Trade Liberalization Program 

The major policy instrument of a customs union is trade lib
eralization between member countries within a common external tariff. 
The Andean Group has made progress in trade liberalization, but it 
has as yet only adopted a common minimum external tariff. 

Recent research carried out at FEDESARROLLO shows, interest-
. ingly, that the liberalization program has, in fact, had very little 
influence on Colombian trade.! This contradicts a study by the 
Junta of the Acuerdo de Cartagena, and the commonly held view among 
Colombia's Andean partners. This mistaken view is the result of look
ing at the rapid growth of Colombian exports to Andean countries, 
without taking into account the increase in Colombian exports to 
third countries. When Luis Jorge Garay analyzed export growth at 
a very disaggregated level, 2 comparing export performance before 
and after 1970 (when trade liberalization started) and contrasting 
Colombia's trade with Andean countries to that with Central America 
and the Caribbean or that with ALALC or developed countries, his 
conclusion was that trade liberalization has not changed the flow 
of Colombia's commerce with its Andean partners. Since these re
sults were unexpected among many Colombian policy makers, it is 
worth summarizing them. 

In the first place, Colombian exports to the Andean countries 
grew less than, or at best similarly to, those to third countries 
during the first six years of trade liberalization. This contrasts 
with a greater-than-average growth at the end of the 1960s for ex
ports to the Andean nations. Furthermore, there were no significant 
variations in the intersectorial structure of trade with the Andean 
Group between 1966-70 and 1971-76. This again suggests that the 
integration effort had no effect on industrial or trade structure. 
In addition, Colombian regional exports did not appear to be less 
concentrated than those to third countries, thus suggesting that the 
integration process has not created important markets for new ex
ports. Although it must be admitted that the number of items ex
ported to the Andean Group did grow more rapidly, the above result 
shows that the economic importance of this phenomenon (in value 
terms) was insignificant. 

Looking at whether exports or imports were in the lists that 
gave some tariff advantage, the result obtained was that only 48 
percent of exports (in value terms) benefitted from some type of 
Andean tariff preference, while 78 percent of Colombian imports from 
its partners did so. Furthermore, trade in items with preferential 
treatment did not grow faster after the preferences came into 
effect. 
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A justification often given for integration efforts is that 
regional markets may serve as an export platform--in the sense that 
when entrepreneurs learn to export even small quantities to neighbors 
who provide preferences, they can launch export drives to third 
countries. Studying the lag between exports to Andean countries and 
to other markets, there is no evidence that exports occur first to 
the regional markets. It does appear that for Andean exports, 
there is a tendency to use the neighboring Venezuelan or Ecuadorian 
markets as export platforms, as shown by a lag between exports of 
various items to the Chilean, Peruvian, and Bolivian markets with 
respect to those to E.cuador and Venezuela. On the other hand, 
there is evidence that the Andean imports of Colombia do displace 
imports that previously came from third countries . 

Finally, Luis Jorge Garay concluded that there had been no 
significant effect on trade creation or trade diversion in Colombia 
due to the Andean Group in its first six years of existence. 

These results do not mean that trade with the Andean Group is un
important for Colombia. The region receives 25 percent of Colombian 
exports (excluding coffee) and contributes 7.5 percent of the nation's 
imports. Furthermore, 42 percent of intermediate=goods and metal~ 
and-machinery-goods exports go to the region, and 40 percent of 
processed food imports come from the region. These figures tempt 
one to conjecture that the importance of the region for sophisti-
cated Colombian exports created support in Colombia for promotion 
of, and participation in, the Andean Group, but that in the short run 
the Group's mechanisms have not had the expected effect. 

The interesting question, however, is: who in Colombia 
expected more tangible results? It can safely be said that many 
politicians and policy makers were bullish about the Andean Group, 
and were convinced that integration would contribute to industrial 
growth, particularly since it could make available the benefits of 
economies of scale. In addition, the sector of the Liberal party 
that was identified with the creation of the Andean Group (the 
Llerista faction), as well as the Pastrana faction of the Conserva
tive party (which was identified with Decision 24 and the first years 
of the integration effort), had sold the Andean Group as a major policy 
innovation and had exaggerated the benefits of such a scheme. Inte
gration was also attractive as a means of obtaining more independence 
from the major trading partners (the developed countries), and from 
the vicissitudes of commodity markets. 

Interestingly enough, neither orthodox theory nor CEPAL put 
much emphasis on trade liberalization between underdeveloped coun
tries . Orthodox theory because not much trade creation is expected 
among economies which are not complementary. Most of the member 
countries had similar industries at low levels of technological de
velopment, and agricultural goods were not generally given trade 
benefits. CEPAL, on the other hand, postulated that a simple liber
alization of regional trade would not achieve the transformation of 
economic structures in the member countries. For that reason it 
recommended the programming of industry by sectors and a substantial 
amount of planning at the regional level to achieve real integration. 
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It could be argued, however, that the propagandizers of 
economic integration did not often spell out the limited effects 
such efforts would have in the short and medium run. On the con
trary, integration was often recommended as the solution which 
might get the Latin American economies back on the path of ac
celerated industrialization. Therefore, the enthusiasm of poli
ticians and policy makers for the Andean Group was understandable. 
The small impact which integration efforts have had on the Colombian 
economy in the last decade, however, should have signaled to policy 
makers that the importance of the Andean Group should not be over
estimated. What follows is an attempt to explain why integration 
remained a h~gh priority on the agenda of policy makers. 

Economic Integration and Private Interests 

As Guillermo Perry has shown in his recent survey of Colom
bia's exchange and foreign-trade policies,3 the tariff structure has 
been fairly constant since the 1930s, and those industries which 
obtained high protection at the start of industrialization are the 
ones which today still have the highest levels of protection. Fur
thermore, Perry has concluded that there has been a close relation
ship between levels of protection and growth of industry by sector, 
a result which implies that tariff structure does affect profits 
and industrial structure. 

The constancy of the tariff structure suggests that there are 
powerful interests which make rationalization of tariffs difficult. 
Throughout the 1960s, agricultural interests were conscious that 
high protection for consumer-goods industries discriminated against 
agriculture, and since 1967 most economists have recommended lowering 
protection levels on traditional industries, since the infant-industry 
justification for such protection cannot be justified for industries 
protected for more than 30 years. The attack on protection was 
spearheaded by Alfonso Lopez, leader of the MRL throughout the 1960s, 
and effectively propagandized by Indalecio Lievano, also of the MRL. 
Their outlook became a relevant variable in 1974 when Lopez became 
President and Lievano his Minister of Foreign Affairs. 

Despite the apparent political and economic strength of the 
forces opposing protection, however, the tariff structure did not 
change significantly during the 1960s or even after 1974, although 
the government occasionally attempted to rationalize the protective 
structure. 

The impression one gets is that in the Colombian system sub
stantial opposition can be mobilized to oppose concrete measures 
which harm a specific interest group that is already strong. For 
example, the Lopez government was unable to eliminate infinite pro
tection for textiles (import controls), due to the effective oppo
sition of the interested parties, often working with the middle 
echelons of the bureaucracy, but there was no effective opposition 
to the Development Plan, which postulated the restructuring of pro
tection. The national plan, however, has no irmnediate effect until 
implemented in concrete measures. The plan was not attacked for its 
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anti-import-substitution bias in Congress or at the political level, 
because--among other reasons--rural and agricultural interests are 
quite strong in Congress. Most active politicians liked the strategy 
presented in the plan. 

The exceptions were the politicians of Antioquia, where Colom
bian industrialization began and where the industries originally pro
tected were located. There, everything the Lopez administration did 
was considered harmful. Not only was the general economic policy of 
the government apparently harmful to the region's industries, but a 
very progressive tax reform passed in the first 100 days of the admini
stration produced hostility among Antioquia's powerful industrial and 
cattle groups. In other areas of the country, such as Valle, national 
industry was less protected and agricultural groups did not find Lopez's 
economic philosophy unattractive. In the rural areas of the coast, 
the tax bite was compensated by increased administrative responsi
bility for the costenos, less emphasis on land reform , and a governmeµt 
dedicated to promoting development in that area of the country. 

But the political and economic coalition in Antioquia- -sup
ported by the National Association of Industry (ANDI), which is based 
in Antioquia and is dominated by Arntdoqueno industry--made the 
political cost of dismantling protection too high. For the Liberal 
party, loss of electoral support in Antioquia is serious. Furthermore, 
it can be argued that in Antioquia, where the Liberal party tradi
tionally was more closely identified with the urban economic elite 
than in other areas, the political elite logically turned against the 
progressive Lopez government. Thus, the industrialists, supported by 
ANDI and given strength by the anti- Lopez political coalition in Antioquia, 
were able to avoid a change in traditional protectionist policies. 

The above suggests that in Colombia tariffs are a policy area 
where the stakes are high. It is not surprising, therefore, that 
policy with respect to the Andean Group has high priority for the 
government, since in a sense most Andean Group decisions in some 
way affect the levels of protection. 

The effect of the Andean Group on Colombia's economy has not 
been large up to now, however, because the minimum external tariff 
adopted by the Group is very similar to that existing in Colombia. 
Furthermore, since most imports from the Andean Group countries which 
use the Group's tariff preferences are natural-resource-based goods,4 
the Andean Group has not yet implied additional competition for local 
producers. Any future progress which is made within the Andean Group 
mechanisms will, however, imply changes in the structure of protection. 
It is for that reason that Andean Group decisions continue to be im
portant. 

An analysis of the direction in which the Andean Group is 
moving provides an idea of where support and opposition for inte
gration are to be found in Colombia. There appears to be a consensus 
that the philosophy behind the Andean Pact is that propagandized by 
CEPAL in the late 1960s, when the import-substitution strategy was no 
longer producing clear benefits in various countries of Latin America 
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and CEPAL decided that only by extending import substitution to a 
regional level could the industrialization momentum be kept alive. 
Ernesto Tironi quotes the Junta del Acuerdo de Cartagena to show that 
one of the major postulates of Andean integration is that economic 
growth in the member countries should be based: "fundamentalmente 
en un nuevo modelo de industrializacion factible mediante la integra
cion y apoyado tanto en una poll.tica suhregional de sustitucion de 
importaciones como en la ampliaci6n de los propios mercados internos. 115 

Luis Jorge Garay also analyzed the CEPAL theory on economic 
integration in detail,6 and ex-president Carlos Lleras, although re
fusing to credit CEPAL with paternity for the idea, confirms that 
the founders of the Andean Group thought its main purpose was to 
make regional import-substitution viable.7 Lleras is careful to 
point out, however, that:. 

Colombia adopted the Grupo Andino idea so that within this 
arrangement a greater degree of competition for the benefit 
of consumers be achieved in those sectors not the object of 
special programming commitments, giving importance to the 
preference margin implicit in a customs union but without 
thinking that that margin can or should be maintained at 
levels which will promote at the sub-regional scale the most 
obvious distortions that .national protection has caused in 
those cases in which it has been maintained for a longer 
time than is reasonable.8 

This quote, by one of the founders of the Andean Group, shows 
clearly that, in Colombia in 1979 (and probably in 1968), even the 
most interested partisans of the Andean Group (President Lleras 
clearly supports the Pact by conviction but also because it is one 
of the major achievements of his administration) cannot subscribe to 
an extreme import-substitution theory of integration. The other 
major achievement of the Lleras administration was the foreign
exchange and trade regime established in 1967 (Decree Law 444), in 
which Colombia started in earnest on an export-promotion development 
strategy. A more open economy, in which exports to developed and 
developing countries are to play an important role, is incompatible 
with an extreme import-substitution strategy of the CEPAL variety. 
For that reason, Lleras implicitly suggests that the Common External 
Tariff should be lower than the present level of the national tariffs. 

The attitude of the Venezuelan and Peruvian governments and 
Chile before Pinochet was quite different. Peru and Chile were not 
particularly interested in trade liberalization, but were ideologically 
committed to industrial programming and not letting the market de
termine industrial structure.9 Venezuela, on the other hand, had 
made the conunitment to "sow its petroleum." This meant investing 
the revenues from bil in industry, so that when petroleum reserves 
were used up the country would have an industrial base to sustain 
its economic growth. For that reason, Venezuela emphasized the pro
gramming aspects of the Andean Group during the initial negotiations, 
since it wanted to invest in capital-intensive industries which 
needed a regional market to reach efficient economies of scale. 
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Regional progrannning opened up this possibility, in part because the 
other countries did not have the capital to carry out t he investments 
this required. Bolivia and Ecuador also supported industrial pro
granIDling since only through that mechanism could they hope to create 
capital- and technology-intensive industries. 

In the first years of the Pact, the emphasis in negotiations 
was thus on industrial programming and regional import substitution. 
The tendency was toward a level of protection in the Common External 
Tariff above the levels of the Colombian tariff, and toward a degree 
of state intervention in the economy that was not considered prac-
tical or desirable by Colombian policy makers. The Andean Group was 
therefore viewed as a threatening phenomenon by the policy makers, 
who saw that unless progress was kept at a very low rate, decisions 
concerning the Andean Group would contradict the main lines of Colombian 
macro-econom~c policy. 

The Colombian attitude toward the Andean Group has not been 
constant. In the years following the exchange crisis of 1966-67, 
trade po l icy had elements of protectionism and import substitution 
that seemed to dominate export-promotion efforts. On the books, Decree 
Law 444 was very protectionist, the majority of imports either re
quired special licenses or were prohibited, strict exchange controls 
were established, and import-substitution strategies were being fol
lowed in the automobile and petrochemical industries. Initially, the 
Andean Group import-substitution strategy coincided with what ap
peared to be the economic policy prevalent in Colombia . In that 
early per iod, which included the negotiation of the Acuerdo de 
Cartagena, Colombia's active support for integration reflected the 
lack of contradiction between the philosophy of regional import 
substitution and internal economic policy. Actual economic policy 
between 1967 and 1970, however, did not follow the protectionist 
rhetoric of Decree Law 444, or of the older generation of Ministers 
who took that rhetoric seriously. President Lleras took the initiative 
to devalue in real terms through a crawling-peg system, substantial 
support was given to agriculture and exports, and the financial system 
began to be liberalized. By 1970, Colombia had opened up its economy 
to a surprising degree, and few people in or out of government wanted 
a return to import substitution. With a lag, Incomex negotiators 
started to take tougher stands in Lima. In the period 1974- 78, 
Colombia clearly found itself in disagreement with most of the pro
tectionist positions taken by the Junta, Peru, and Venezuela . 

While the main thrust of policy in Colombia after 1970 was to down
play import substitution, Venezuela, Ecuador, and Bolivia wanted to try 
such policies. While in Venezuela, Chile , and Peru state participa-
tion in industrial projects was becoming more important, in Colombia 
there was widespread disappointment with the industries which had 
been promoted by the state development bank (IFI). While Peru and 
Chile were increasing the direct participation of the state in the 
economy, Colombia did not want to increase such participation sig
nificantly. 
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In other words, one of the four main postulates of Andean 
integration was not very attractive to Colombia. The Junta saw that 
the first postulate on which there appeared to be agreement when 
the Acuerdo de Cartagena was formed was that: "al estado le cor
responde un papel decisivo, mas importante que el que le ijab1a 
cabido tradicionalmente a la conducci6n general del proceso de 
desarrollo. Esa mayor ingerencia debe expresarse a traves de la 
planificacion y de la inversion directa en algunos sectores estra
tegfcos.1110 In Colombia there was support for only a very mild 
version of this postulate, in which more planning only meant the 
rationalization of public investment. 

The contradictions between the development strategies of 
Colombia and its partners have been mentioned because at the Junta 
del Acuerdo de Cartagena, at the Foreign Offices of the other 
countries, and in the literature, it is generally ~hought that 
Colombia was the country that could always be counted on to sup
port the Andean Group, since regional integration would clearly be 
beneficial to it. For example, to Colombian policy makers the 
matrix published by Tironi on degrees of support by country to the 
various integration mechanisms is very surprising. Colombia appears 
(see Table 1) in favor of all mechanisms, while in reality it 
consistently rejected both programming (PSDI) and the high level 
of common tariffs (AEC) proposed by the Junta. 

Although one could argue with some of the non-Colombian lines 
in the matrix (for example, by underlining PSDI for Venezuela and 
probably for Ecuador and Bolivia), it is clear that the image of 
Colombian support is misleading. First, one should underline the 
trade-liberalization column for Colombia and change PSDI to rejec
tion or doubt both on economic and ideological grounds. Decision 
24 could be characterized by D, when the letter denotes indifference 
or non-dogmatic support. It is important to emphasize, however, 
that within Colombia and even in the government circles concerned 
with Andean Group negotiations, support has not been as widespread 
as is thought by the other member countries. Probably a good expla
nation for this situation can be found in the Garay study, which 
clearly shows that, to the present, trade liberalization has not had 
any perceptible benefits for Colombia. Since PSDI (industrial pro
gramming) is considered undesirable for economic as well as ideo
logical reasons, the less-than-enthusiastic support is understandable. 
Garay's results are also confirmed by the fact that private industry 
has shown little interest in becoming involved in Andean Group is
sues. For example, Luis Prieto, an ex-president of ANDI, told 
the author that except for Decision 24, industrialists showed no 
interest concerning Andean Group negotiations. 

The policy makers' attitude toward the Andean Group must also 
be seen in the perspective of what has been happening in the Colombian 
economy during the last decade. In the first place, one must take 
into account that both informed opinion and the economic literature 
seem to agree that the gradual opening up of the economy since 1967, 
and the shift from a mild import-substitution strategy to a mild export
promotion strategy, has made possible a significant acceleration of 



TABLE 1 

MATRIX OF ATTITUDES OF THE ANDEAN COUNTRIES WITH RESPECT ~O THE DIFFERENT PROGRAMS OF THE 
SUBREGIONAL INTEGRATION PROCESS 

Country Strategies 

Mixed Economies 
Colombia 
Venezuela 
Ecuador 
Bolivia 

Planning Strategy 
Peru 

Neo-liberal Strategy 
Chile 

A = support 
D = doubt 
R = rejection 

Trade 
Liberalization 

A 
A 
A 

De 

D 

A 

Common Industrial 
External Tariff Programs (PSDI) Decision 24 

A A A 
D A A 
D A D 
R A D e 

Ri Ai Ai 

R. D R. 
-1 1 

Subindex e denotes economic reasons, while i denotes ideological reasons. 

Net Balance 

A 
A 
A 
D 

Di 

Ri 

Underlined letter indicates this item has the highest priority for the country in its development 
strategy. 

SOURCE: Ernesto Tironi, ed . , Pacto Andino: caracter y perspectivas (Lima, I.E .. P. Ediciones, 
1978), p. 284. 
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-
economic growth. In other words, the Colombian economic model has been 
forming well, except perhaps in the area of inflation, and it is 
clear that greater protectionism will not affect prices in the right 
direction. Therefore, Colombian policy makers are very reluctant 
to let the Andean Pact emphasis on high tariffs and regional import 
substitution bring about a change in what appears to be a successful 
growth strategy. 

The Colombian model has performed well in terms of GNP growth, 
but it has also solved some of the more serious unemployment prob
lems envisaged in 1967. Furthermore, a good case can be made for 
the proposition that income distribution in Colombia has become less 
equal in periods of substantial import substitution,11 and that the 
bias against agriculture in most of the proposals of the Junta del 
Acuerdo de Cartagena will, in relative terms, decrease th~ rural popu
lation's participation in total income, a result which clearly harms 
the poorest sectors of society. 

Given the problems which a return to greater protectionism · 
would cause, the economic benefits from trade liberalization would 
have to be very large in order to obtain serious support for the 
Andean Group in Colombia. The only constituency the CEPAL integra
tion model could have would be among industrialists. But the indus
trial programming decisions cover industries to be established, while 
trade liberalization does not benefit the traditional industries of 
the textile and consumer-goods sectors, since most countries excluded 
these items from the list of goods that would receive tariff prefer
ences. Only the capital-intensive state enterprises and multinationals 
could possibly get involved in large investment, and neither group is 
popular in Colombia or capable of mobilizing politically relevant 
groups in their favor. 

If lack of support for the Andean Group is so prevalent among 
interest groups, it is interesting to consider why Colombia did not 
leave the Group. There are probably four reasons for this: 

1) As was mentioned before, trade growth with the Andean coun
tries was substantial before 1970. Although the Andean Group has not 
significantly improved the situation, leaving the Group could be harm
ful. Trade is not negligible, and, in particular, exports of certain 
technologically advanced goods are important. 

2) Within Colombia's political structure, factions of both 
the Liberal and Conservative parties are programmatical1y committed 
to the maintenance of the Andean Group. The creation of the Group 
was one of the major achievements of the Lleras administration, and 
the first years _ of life of the Acuerdo are considered a triumph of 
the Pastrana administration. This makes withdrawal from the Andean 
Group a difficult partisan issue with a political cost. Paralyzing 
progress in the negotiations, however, has little cost. 

3) Given the boundary problems with Venezuela, leaving the 
Pact also has a cost in terms of Colombia's major foreign-policy 
problem: relations with Venezuela. 

per-

. ,. 
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4) There is a certain ideological commitment on the part of 
intellectuals and policy makers to the idea of becoming less de
pendent on trade with the developed world. This, and the idea of 
a greater unity among Latin American countries, has substantial power 
for mobilizing support . It must be remembered that Colombia has 
little interest in foreign affairs, since it can have little in
fluence on what happens in the world . In these circumstances, economic 
integration seems to be the only policy option in the foreign-affairs 
area. 

Some brief comments on the relative strength of these four 
reasons may be useful. The influence of firms presently exporting 
to the Andean Group is somewhat limited by the fact that a not
insignificant amount of manufactured-goods exports are made by 
foreign firms, 12 ,These companies find it difficult to influence 
government policy. 

The importance of the political factor should not be ignored. 
Developments since 1970, however, have weakened the weight of the 
Lleras faction in the Liber al party, and the fact that the Andean 
Group is very much identified with Lleras helped to ma.ke President 
Lopez less than enthusiastic about integration. Given the dominance 
of the anti-Lleras groups within the Liberal party, the majority 
political party's commitment to integration is not as strong as it 
could be. 

The issue of relations with Venezuela is crucial, but support 
of the Andean Group for ideological reasons is a consideration which 
must also be taken lnLu at.:c..:uuuL by policy makers. The benefits of 
economic integration have been so propagandized by its partisans that 
any break with the Andean Group would require a very active campaign 
of explanation.13 On the other hand, the issues being negotiated are 
so complicated that a stand- still in integration is much easi er t han 
a break. Furthermore, as the economic process of integration is 
coming to a stand-still, the member countries have found that a common 
Andean position has some impact on Latin American affairs . Although 
it is hard to see how such a common position can be translated into 
concrete benefits for Colombia,14 the new-found importance of foreign 
policy acting through the Andean Group is an additional incentive for 
governmental policy makers to make sacrifices in order to keep Colombia 
in the Pact. 

It is ironic that the Andean Group started to develop a common 
foreign policy only when it became obvious that integration could 
have only a marginal economic effect. As in the case of Latin Ameri
can governments, there is a negative correlat ion between internal 
economic success and foreign-policy activity. 
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Colombia: The Gaullist Member 

The above analysis would suggest that Colombia would follow 
a policy of hindering the progress of Andean Group mechanisms, par
ticularly after the original promoters of the idea left government. 
Until then, the policy makers who helped create the Acuerdo could . 
only diminish their political stature if the Pact failed, and therefore 
they were willing to negotiate the sacrifice of some Colombian interests, 
among other things because it was clear that the costs would only 
appear in the long run. With time, however, the Colombian export 
model became more successful, and the import-substitution 
strategy became less and less popular, even in its regional version. 
Furthermore, political power within the majority Liberal party seemed 
to shift away from pro-industry to pro-agriculture politicians, and 
the 1960s school of Colombian economists who began to become active 
in government in the 1970s was also quite anti-CEPAL. All of this 
made the Colombian growth strategy more and more incompatible with 
the import-substitution and pro-industry bias of the Andean Group 
as reflected in its charter, in the philosophy of the Junta staff, 
and in the role Peru and Venezuela envisaged for the Group. 

The result was that Colombia supported the trade-liberalization 
scheme, which coincided with its export~promotion efforts, but tried 
very hard to avoid decisions which would imply greater protection 
through changes in the Common Tariff or through ambitious negotiations 
of industrial programs. 

Industrial programming in particular seemed dangerous to 
policy makers. First, it implied very high tariffs for the·products 
negotiated, and second, there was no assurance that Colombia would 
be able to produce the goods negotiated. It appeared that only 
capital-surplus Venezuela could make all the investments assigned to 
it in an ambitious industrial program, and that in many of the 
capitaf~intensive industries programmeo--;-Dnly transnational corpora
tions or the government could mobilize the investment capital. Since 
the Colombian government had no surplus funds, had many social pro
grams to finance, and had shown itself to be an inefficient industrial 
entrepreneur, it was not logical to support industrial programming. 
The exception was automobile programming, since the government was 
already heavily involved in the industry, an industry in which it 
was felt that any nationalization would improve productivity.15 It 
is telling, however, that ;programrnimg should make significant pro
gress only in areas where state intervention is strong in Colombia, 
such as automobiles and petrochemicals. In all other industrial 
areas, the state plays a limited role and one would therefore expect 
Colombia to be reluctant to allow progress in the industrial program
ming effort. 

In summary, Colombian policy makers dedicated much time and 
effort to shaping policy with respect to the Andean Group, primarily 
in order to keep the dynamics of integration from modifying Colombia's 
implicit post-1967 economic strategy. Both industrial and agricultural 
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interests support that strategy, and have -done well by it . On the 
other hand, organized urban labor, which has done less well in the 
1970s, saw no particular advantage in, or even fully understood, the 
integration issues. Therefore, the programming mechanisms which 
were so important to Venezuela, Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, and Allende's 
Chile, had few friends in Colombia. For that reason, Colombia has 
of ten found itself in accord in the Andean Group with Chi le under 
Pinochet, who has wanted to downplay programming and protectionism. 

The Effect of Individuals and 
Institutions in Integration Policy 

General analysis should never ignore personalities. Jorge 
Valencia Jaramillo, President Lleras' representative in the original 
Andean Pact negotiations, was .the Minister in charge of Andean· 
Group matters at the start of the Pastrana administration . For 
personal political reasons, he was interested in having the Pact 
survive, and he was therefore more willing to compromise than were 
his successors--a crucial fact given the importance of the decisions 
taken in the first years of the Acuerdo. Also, during the second half 
of the Lopez administration, Antonio Urdinola was one of the few 
economists in government who did not believe in freeing trade and 
who favored greater public investment in industry. This influenced 
the degree of compromise Colom~ia was wilUng to achi~ve :1,n t~1e _ 
Andean Group. In a sense, it is inevitable that pro-integration 
people should staff the agency in charge of Andean negotiations, 
since such an attitude makes Colombian foreign relations less diffi
cult and this makes partisans of integration appear to be successful 
negotiators. For example, Urdinola's predecessor had reflected 
Colombian opposition to the Pact tuo bluntly, and this complicated 
presidential foreign policy in other areas ·considered important.16 

The institutional framework for policy-making has also had 
an effect on policy outcomes . The establi shment of a decision-
making board (the Junta) with permanent country-representatives 
meant that in each of the countries concerned a specific government 
entity separate from the two traditionally strong ministries of foreign 
relations and finance was given the coordinating and negotiating role 
for Andean Group affairs. The result was that the agency in charge 
of integration had a vested interest in avoiding any breakdown in 
the process. In addition, many of those ideologically and personally 
connnitted to integration took refuge in these institutions. This 
was certainly the case in Venezuela, where in the first years of the 
Pact there was substantial opposition to integration from the 
private sector and even within govermnent, but the flame was kept 
alive at the Instituto de Comercio Exterior. 

In Colombia, it was decided to centralize integration co
ordination in the Consejo de Comercio Exterior, which is in fact 
the Board of Directors of Incomex, the import-control agency 
administratively dependent on the Ministry of Development. This 
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agency was created to control imports at the time of the 1967 
exchange crisis. By 1970 Colombia had sufficient foreign exchange, 
and the import-rationing function of Incomex was no longer very 
linportant. In these circumstances, its role in the Andean Pact 
negotiations became its major justification, and one would expect 
Incomex employees to be very pro-integration. 

Since the agency's other function is import control, it 
is structurally biased toward protectionism, which again makes 
it pro-Andean Group. This protectionist bias is reflected even in 
the sources of income of Incomex, which gets no budget money to 
finance its operations, but depends exclusively on a fee charged on 
the sale of documents required to obtain import licenses. Further
more, export promotion is the function of another autonomous agency 
(Pro-expo), and that agency is closely connected to the Central 
Bank and therefore also to the Ministry of Finance. There are, then, 
within Incomex no bureaucratic divisions dedicated to export pro
motion or trade liberalization. 

In addition, Incomex seldom reports to the Hinister of 
Foreign Affairs, and deals mostly with the Ministry of Development, 
which is the most protectionist Ministry in Colombia and the 
place where industrialists take their complaints concerning "unfair" 
competition. 

In summary, the institution in charge .oii ·Andean Group 
negotiations would lose all importance, which is substantial at 
present, if "integration" is not pursued actively. Incomex is 
now one of the major policy-making forces in Colombia as a result 
of the impact of the decisions taken within the Acuerdo de Cartagena. 
If the integration process stopped, Incomex would become a statisti
cal office dedicated to registering imports and exports, since the 
strong reserve position of the country makes unnecessary its role 
in the quantitative control of imports. The Incomex staff is thus 
more pro-integration than any other sector of the bureaucracy. This 
has had two effects. On the one hand, it has made Incomex negoti
ators willing to compromise in order to avoid a crisis in the 
Andean Group, and on the other hand, it has led negotiators from the 
other countries, whose main contact is Incomex, to think that 
Colombians have a greater interest in the Andean Group than is 
in fact the case. (In the same way that other countries, through 
their contacts with Incomex, have been misled into believing that 
Colombia supports the Andean Group more strongly than it in fact 
does, Colombian negotiators--and the author--may have taken too 
seriously Peruvian and Venezuelan support for high protection levels 
and industrial programming. While Peru's Secretaria de Integracion 
took strong positions in favor of high tariffs and programming, other 
agencies may have had more liberal policies. In Venezuela, the 
Ministry of Finance, trying to control inflation, was much less 
protectionist than those in charge of integration policy. In other 
words, studi.es similar to this one, carried out in the other coun
tries of the region, may also show a pattern of support for the 
various instruments of integration somewhat different from that 
which appears in the official pronouncements and which is reflected 
here. Such studies would probably show greater similarities than 
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are implicit in the official negotiating positions, particularly 
after recent shifts in economic policy in Peru. In that case, the 
possibilities for progress in the process of integration are greater 
than in the 1974-78 period.) 

Conclusion 

The Andean Group model of economic integration supposes an 
enhanced role for the state and planning activities, and its major 
purpose is to achieve industrialization through import substitution 
at the regional level. Both of these postulates imply a reform of 
the economic model followed successfully by Colombia since 1967, 
and therefore Colombia could not logically support accelerated 
progress in the integration process. On the other hand, the poli
tical costs of leaving the Andean Group were not negligible. This 
logically led to a policy of delaying decisions in areas which went 
against the interests of the country, particularly in the areas of 
industrial programming and a common (and high) external tariff. 

The lack of short-term benefits from trade liberalization 
documented here also made policy makers increasingly reluctant to 
compromise on tariffs or PSDI in return for continued progress or 
the maintenance of trade liberalization. Furthermore, the limited 
opportunities for export created by the Acuerdo account for the 
fact that no important national group was mobilized in its support. 

The economic failure of the Peruvian experiment and of some 
of Venezuela's publicly owned industries has led to shifts in eco~ 
nomic policy in these countries in the direction of the Colombian 
position. In the future, Peru and Venezuela may put less emphasis 
on industrial programming and on a high common external tariff to 
promote regional import substitution.17 If this is the case, one 
would expect greater progress toward a customs union in the near 
future. 

With respect to the decision-making process in Colombia, the 
conclusions suggested by this case study are: 

1) Specific interest groups such as ANDI have the power to avoid 
changes ih policy which affect their interes.ts in a significant way, 
particularly if they manage to obtain regional political backing for 
their position. This suggests that regional special interests ean 
be quite influential in policy making. These interest groups, however, 
cannot initiate .. policy. 

2) Individual government policy makers have substantial 
"initiative space." If the initiative does not produce a veto from 
an important interest group, it will probably be implemented. The 
veto, however, will only be effective against an earnest executive 
when the interest group can translate its opposition into political 
opposition from some group within one of the two traditional political 
parties. 

3) There is a substantial current of feeling against state 
industries and public investment in productive enterprises in 
Colombia. 
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The first proposition can be demonstrated by analyzing the 
role of the National Industrial Federation (ANDI) in Aridean Group 
decision making. Although the Acuerdo de Cartagena protectionist 
strategy should be attractive to industrialists, ANDI never mobilized 
effective support for the Junta's tariff proposals. On the other 
hand, ANDI has been able to block government attempts to lower 
tariffs, and its veto in this area has been made possible by 
identifying its position with that of the Antioquia region. A 
showdown with respect to tariffs would therefore involve the gov
ernment in a serious political clash with the antioquenos in 
both political parties. 

The second proposition can be demonstrated by observing the 
amount ·of influence individual policy makers have had on policy. 
A Minister can initiate policy without consulting the political 
parties, the interest groups, or his Cabinet colleagues.13 If 
there is no substantial opposition, he can pursue his policy by 
administrative means, even if he has little support from the Presi
dent, the parties, or Congress. Jorge Valencia, for example, was 
able to make substantial commitments for Colombia which will affect 
future trade and industrial structure, even if these commitments 
would not have obtained : the majority support of his Cabinet colleagues 
or of Congress. When he proposecl policies which would affect specific 
private interests or basic principles in a very direct way, he was 
defeated. This was the case when he committed Colombia to more state 
industry in the negotiations concerning Decision 24, and when he ran 
into frontal conflict with the construction interests over his pro
posed urban reform. This last episode is well documented by Bagley. 19 

The large "policy space" of an individual policy maker is also 
illustrated by the change in trade policy brought about by Antonio 
Urdinola. He downplayed the opening up of the economy favored by 
the President and most of his Ministers. He was able to do this 
because no single measure he took hurt the agricultural partisans 
of lower protection, but he did get support from the industrialists 
and the Andean Group negotiators.20 

The third proposition is derived from various parts of the 
story presented here. For example, although ANDI had an interest in 
promoting the Andean Group's pro-industry and protectionist policy, 
it did not support the Group actively because the philosophy of the 
Junta implied a greater degree of government intervention. The de
tailed planning involved in industrial programming could only 
diminish private industry's freedom of action. ANDI's opposition 
to Decision 24 also concentrated on eliminating the clause which 
gave government the first option to the stock of foreign companies 
that divested. ANDI, in fact, supported the divesting clause. 
There has also been little support for industrial programming due 
to the awareness that such a policy can be effective only with a 
massive increase in public investment in industry. 
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It is surprising, however, that public-sector production 
companies should be so unpopular in Colombia. Public-sector companies 
of this type are popular and have grown rapidly in Brazil, Mexico, 
and Venezuela. The lack of support for a growth strategy based on 
public companies is, however, a subject for another paper. 
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[The latter essay formed the basis of a February 14, 1980 colloquium 
sponsored by the Latin American Program of the Woodrow Wilson Inter
national Center for Scholars. The author's presentation was followed 
by commentaries from Lynn Mytelk.a (Carleton University, Ottawa) and 
Bruce Bagley (School for Advanced International Studies, Johns Hop
kins University). The following summarizes . the remarks made by the 
commentators and members of the colloquium audience.] 

Commentator Lynn Mytleka, who said that she found herself cast 
in the role of defender of the Andean Group, agreed with Urrutia that 
no country's across-the-board support for the Andean Pact should be 
taken for granted. She thought, however, that Urrutia's perspective 
was idiosyncratic and that the discussion should be set within the 
context of integration schemes in general. Colombia's position 
within the Andean Pact is similar to that of more industrialized 
countries in any integration plans. These countries place less , 
emphasis on planning and more on liberalization because they will 
profit from an open economic system. Colombia, however, has not ad
opted a position opposing all planning, and thus differs from the 
more industrialized countries in other integration schemes who have 
consistently taken this stance. Only an extension of Urrutia's 
framework would allow one to explain this phenomenon. 

Hytelka questioned two of Urrutia's arguments. In the first 
place, she said, Urrutia asserted that the philosophy underlying tne 
Andean Group is simply an extension of CEPAL (Economic Commission for 
Latin America) doctrine. Mytelka pointed out that this doctrine was 
prominent in the 1950s and was exemplified in the 1958 Central Ameri
can integration treaty. The drafters of the Acuerdo de Cartagena, 
however, were aware of this model's limitations and knew that it was 
impossible to protect their own markets indefinitely while inviting 
foreign capital in · to industrialize their economies. In the second 
place, she countered Urrutia's assertion that Colombia has not 
benefitted from the Pact. It is almost a truism to say that ana
lyzing the costs and benefits of integration is a highly political 
matter, she stated, since there are no constant, universally accepted 
standards of measurement. But there are other statistics available 
which indicate that there have been benefits; whether or not 
these benefits are a direct result of the Pact is impossible to 
prove. 

Finally, Mytelka argued, there are subtle differences 
among different Colombian groups' positions regarding the Andean Pact, 
which Urrutia's essay overlooks. For exaillple, there are different 
merits and therefore different groups of supporters for selective 
as opposed to overall protectionism. In addition, those who support 
planning are not necessarily the same groups opposing protectionism; 
one needs to differentiate between these two issues because their 
dynamics are not at all the same. Industrialists are not necessarily 
unequivocally opposed to all planning; their position depends on 
the kind of planning and the type of firm--its size, competitiveness, 
etc. Industrialists have, for example, expressed interest in the de
velopment of the automobile and petrochemical industries. 
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Commentator Bruce Bagley picked up some of 11ytelka ' .s points 
and elaborated them further. He suggested that consideration of 
possible benefits from the Andean Pact had been construed too 
narrowly by focusing exclusively on trade. Nevertheless, Colombia 
has traditionally had a significant amount of trade with the Andean 
Pact countries, and it had ·'tto join the Pact in order not to jeopar
dize this trade. Secondly, the Pact was never intended to be a 
purely economic enterprise. It always had a major political dimen
sion. Colombia wanted to increase its political bargaining power 
with respect to the United States and other large countries. In 
this respect, it has been quite successful. 

The Urrutia essay's major asset, Bagley said, is its emphasis 
on linkages within the Colombian government. It represents a major 
step forward in understanding the Colombian decision-making process. 
The essay, however, has three problems, according to Bagley. In the 
first place, Urrutia is too sweeping when he argues that there was 
no support for increased state intervention in the economy o The 
Llerista faction, for example, was interested in expanding the 
state's role and therefore proposed constitutional reforms and empha
sized the planning process. One needs to look at the separate groups 
as well as the system as a whole. After 1970, when the Conserva
tives took office, there were major shifts in economic policy. 
Urrutia could extend his analysis and help explain the changes 
which took place between the 1960s and the 1970s. 

Secondly, Bagley mentioned the role of private-sector associ
ations in the policy-making process. It is true, as Urrutia argued~ 
that major interest groups can block policies which are detrimental 
to them. At the same time, however, Urrutia emphasized the sub
stantial political space or autonomy enjoyed by the President and 
his Ministerso These two statements seem to be contradictory. 
Bagley suggested that there was no general rule and that the degree 
of autonomy should be defined for each issue area. Urrutia does not 
explore this sufficiently in his discussion of differences of opinion 
between A.i.~I and the government. 

Thirdly, not enough attention is focused on the costs, 
political and social, of the export-growth model. It is evident 
from Urrutia's analysis that rural groups, the poor, the working 
clas~ and others do not participate in the decision- making processo 
The experience of other countries which have followed export-led 
growth models leads one to ask about the long-term implications of 
this strategy for income distribution, labor organization, etc. 

Questions and comments from ~he audience focused on four 
issue areas: Colombia's position within the Andean Pact and changes 
in its policy over time; the benefits of integration (or lack thereof); 
the social costs of export-oriented policies; and the interaction 
between the Pact's recent political activism and economic considera
tions. 
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A member of the audience challenged Mytelka's assertion 
that Colombia's policies can be understood in light of Colombia's 
position as one of the most industrialized countries in the Pact. 
In 1970, for example, Colombia's level of industrialization did 
not differ greatly from that of Chile or Peru, but the three 
countries' policies varied substantially. The structure of the 
Colombian industrial sector, however, was quite different. It was 
more diversified, was not as heavily based on natural resources 
and basic industry, and had a more active private sector. 

Another member of the audience pointed out that Urrutia 
asserted that the Colombian industrial sector, like the Venezuelan, 
opposed integration. But while the Venezuelan industrialists' 
opposition stemmed from their fear, of competition, the Colombians 
took the opposite position and also opposed protectionism. What 
explains this difference? Urrutia answered that Colombian indus
trialists did not oppose the Andean Pact--they simply became in
different. They were afraid, however, that raising tariffs would 
destroy third-country exports. The administrative branch of the 
Junta, on the other hand, favored protectionism because restrictive 
policies would maximize their own power. Urrutia was surprised 
that the Andean countries agreed on a common external tariff of 
80 percent in early February. Colombia's tariff was less than 
half that amount. When asked who supported this measure, Urrutia 
responded that it was not the technocrats, who are more reasonable, 
but the Junta. Urrutia argued that a lower tariff would be bene
ficial not only for Colombia, but also for Venezuela and Peru. 
Agreeing that some protectionism is necessary in order to keep 
Bolivia and Ecuador in the Pact, he advocated the protection only of 
narrowly defined sectors for short periods of time. 

Urrutia also explained that Colombia's position on pro
tectionism has changed over time. When Colombia took the initiative 
to create the Pact in 1966, it had not defined its own economic 
model. The crucial law adopted in 1967 provided for a mixed eco
nomic model which included both protectionism and export promotion. 
The second aspect subsequently dominated Colombia's development, so 
that the Colombian position had changed considerably by 1972. 
Future progress in the integration process will be jeopardized if 
the member countries do not perceive the limits within which negoti
ation is possible, In this context, the 80 percent common external 
tariff is a cause for concern. 

There was no agreement among those present on the benefits 
for Colombia from integration. One member of the audience doubted 
that the benefits had been substantial and noted that exports to 
other regions had expanded more rapidly than those to the Andean 
countries. He admitted, however, that it is difficult to identify 
the causal factors behind this, since the change in Colombia's 
overall economic policy which was adopted in 1967 began to have an 
effect in the early 1970s, at the same time as the Andean Pact was 
gaining ground. Bagley responded that Colombia expanded its exports 
to the Central American countries in the late 1960s and early 1970s 
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at a time when it was difficult to export to the Andean countries 
because of the upheavals which they were experiencing. He added 
that, although Colombia was less protectionist than Chile and Peru 
in 1972, it was more protectionist than it had been earlier, con
trary to what others have implied. Mytelka responded that even if 
trade with Central America increased more rapidly than trade with 
the Andean countries, the Pact could still have been beneficial. 
The audience member agreed that the Andean markets were important, 
but argued that according to his investigations most Colombian 
products have not benefitted from the Andean Pact arrangement. 

Another member of the audience asked whether the lack of 
benefits was not simply because the integration process has not 
gone very far yet. Urrutia agreed that the potential for benefits 
exists. But immediately after adopting the liberalization policy, 
most of the countries put their most important products on the ex
ception list (as Colombia did with textiles). During the 1980s, 
however, the exceptions will be phased out. The potential benefits 
for Colombia are clear, especially from trade between Venezuela and 
Colombia, because their economies are complementary. But the f act 
that the other Andean partners are not aware of Colombia's indifference 
to integration is a serious cause for concern. 

Finally., another member of the audience thought that Colombia's 
membership in the Pact had been beneficial because of the Pact's 
impact on direct foreign investment and on trade in intangible inter
mediate goods such as technology. In other words, the Pact has 
helped Colombia appropriate more of the gains from these activities 
by improving its bargaining position and access to information. Of 
course, it is difficult to quantify this benefit. Urrutia did not 
agree with this analysis, even though Colombia has taken a tougher 
stance on foreign investment in recent years. He argued that even 
if this policy is due to the influence of the Andean Pact, whether 
the effect has been positive or negative is debatable. 

Bagley was asked for concrete information on the social costs 
of particular trade policies. He responded that he did not have 
specific information but that most of those present are aware of 
the problems which Colombia has been having recently. He raised 
this issue as a factor which Urrutia should investigate further. 
When asked if these social problems were a significant factor in 
Colombia's difficult political situation, Urrutia responded that 
they were not. He said that Colombia has two political problems : 
selecting the next President and terrorism. Nei ther of them is 
related to trade policies . He also pointed out that Colombia's 
income distribution did not worsen between 1964 and 1979, and that 
absolute income levels rose during this period. 

The final question concerned the impact of the Andean Pact's 
recent international political initiatives on the economic side of 
the integration process. Urrutia responded with an axiom: in Latin 
America, when the economy is doing badly, the government decides t o 
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get involved in foreign policy. It is therefore possible that the 
political involvement of the last year (e.g., in Central America) is 
an indication of economic problems in the region. Urrutia thought 
that the Pact already had enough problems and that adding the poli~ 
tical component could only complicate its future. The Andean coun
tries are trying to find their minimum common denominator. In 
international politics, it is questionable whether one can be found 
between an OPEC country such as Venezuela and an oil-importing 
country, such as Colombia (to which Venezuela refuses to sell 
oil). This added dimension will not help resolve the region's 
economic problems. Politicization can be used as a bargaining chip, 
but the question is to what end? It may be valid to use it to 
strengthen the Andean countries' bargaining position with the United 
States, but it should not be used to help the United States in Nica
ragua. 

[Commentary prepared by Barbara Mauger, 
Latin American Program Intern] 




